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I
'd like to express gratitude on behalf of our group to Bob
Schendorf Woodworking for hosting the official Grand
Opening of the Long Island Woodworkers Gallery on Saturday

August 6th. Bob and his wife Annabella did a great job welcoming
members of our group and patrons of the gallery throughout the
afternoon. When I arrived, several guests were enjoying some food
and drink that was provided, resting their glasses on Daryl
Rosenblatt's beautiful coffee table. Daryl shouldn't mind, as there
are 30 coats of oil varnish protecting it. It wasn't until I placed my
wine on Bob's white upholstered settee that we all realized that
these projects are...really quite functional. Lots of writing surface
on the tables too; we made quite an impression. Seriously though,
that's why they make scratch cover, isn't it?

The Gallery is decently stocked, but there are plenty of shelves
that can be filled with more projects. There is a Facebook page
devoted to the Gallery; it's easiest to search or google it, but the
URL is

https ://www. facebook.com/pages/The -Long- I s l and -
W o o d w o r k e r s - G a l l e r y - A t - B o b - S c h e n d o r f -
Woodworking/158244530901390.

Bob is in the shop 24-7, so he can accommodate you at any hour.
If you haven't visited our Gallery, it is truly worthwhile - it
reminds me of our Show exhibition. And on the subject of Show
2011, it is time to register your projects by filling out our exhibit
form which can be found here in the Woodrack, and also available
on our website to download and print. Please get your completed
forms to me as soon as possible; you may hand them to me at the
meeting, mail them to the address on the back page, or email tww-
studio@aol.com.

Robert Coles is Show chair this year, and is patiently and anxious-
ly awaiting you to approach him to volunteer your services for the
Show dates of Friday November 11th (set-up), and Saturday and
Sunday November 12th and 13th. There will be sign-up sheets
available at the September 7th meeting. Please be advised that the
usual cast of characters involved in the Show year after year have
largely retired from these duties in order to allow others to enjoy
the production behind the scenes of the great event. Therefore,
there will be many responsibilities up for grabs - especially for
Friday's set-up. Please join the ranks!

President’s Message

Mike Daum

Rich Macrae
Planning and Executing

Tabletops
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Secretary’s Report

Steve Blakley

continued on page 12

The Gallery

Bob Schendorf

I
am very proud, as all of you should be. We have
successfully put together a collection that knocks
people’s socks off. A collection every member of

this organization should be proud to be associated
with. Although the grand opening was, uh... let’s
just call it intimate, we did sell three pieces that day;
including one member’s piece which was bought by
another member.

So now that all of the hoopla of the opening is
behind us, it’s time to think about the holidays. Yep,
for some very organized people September is time to
start thinking about what to get family and friends
for the holidays. (Fortunately for me, my social life
is such that I can do all of my holiday shopping at
any 7-11 on December 23rd)

Annabelle and I are making plans for a big autumnal
push. In late September we are going to have an open
house on a Saturday, this time targeting the general
public. Plans are also underway to begin a weekly
“crafts and cocktails” happy hour, where we will
stay open later and serve wine and cheese. The goal
is to start putting the idea in people’s heads that we
are their destination for unique hand made gifts.

So by all means, if you do something with a holiday
theme, please bring it on down. Whether it’s a cute
elf or a piece with a religious theme. Please don’t hes-
itate. I think once folks know what we’re doing it’s
going to be pretty good. My designer recently asked
me to send over a box full of pieces that she could
show a client. The client loved the pieces, unfortu-
nately, the designer put the cart before the horse, as
the client has no furniture on which to put said
pieces yet!

The important thing is that we are getting noticed.
So put on your winter aprons, grab some eggnog and
get out in the shop and get to work! (Maybe save the
eggnog for after the shop) Ho, ho , ho!

A
t 7:13 PM, President Mike Daum opened
the meeting welcoming everyone. Mike
reminded everyone that name badges are

required to be worn during a meeting. New mem-
bers can use a “stick on” name badge, replace it in
the box and, a permanent name badge will appear
the next meeting. Speaking of new members, last
night we were joined by Don Joly, a retired elec-
trician, and Larry Cooley, who worked in the con-
struction business. Welcome to all the prospective
members and we hope you like what you saw
enough to join our group.

Mike mentioned that the LIW show will be
Saturday, November 12 and Sunday, November
13. Set up day is Friday, November 11. Volunteers
are needed. The club relies heavily on the SIGS for
demonstrations and seminars. And as always we
need projects. Any project NOT IN LAST
YEARS show is ok to bring in. Details have not
been worked out yet, but it appears that the LIW
will be required to collect the entrance fees and
submit these fees to OBVR. Mike also mentioned
that there will be application forms for the exhib-
it which will have revised categories and they
should be easier to fill out. Steve Eckers reported
he will not be able to attend the show and he needs
someone to take over the Toy Shop. Dennis
Taddeo has some 1x4 slats of cedar for anyone
who wants them. Ace Roman has a General wood
lathe for sale and Steve Costello has an HTC
mobile base for the Dewalt scroll saw for $65.00.

The LIW/Schendorf gallery will have a grand
opening on Saturday August 6 from 3PM to 8
PM. Late submissions are tables, turnings and seg-
mented bowls. There is still room for more pro-
jects. The address of the gallery is 330 Nassau
Road, next to Walgreens, ½ mile north of the RR
tracks.
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heAugust 11th meeting was called to order
around 7:15pm.

Steve Fulgoni started the meeting by talking about
tonights topic, different way to hold a piece on the
lathe.

It was nice to see Steve Costello at the meeting, recov-
ering well from his recent knee replacement surgery.

Joe B. asked that any member who has not yet received
his (or her) 3 year membership pin, please see him.

We had one new member, his name is Don.

New Business - At a previous meeting, we talked about
making up shirts with a club logo on them. Since the
Woodturners are a very active group, attending various
meetings and symposiums, it would be nice to have
shirts identifying our members. Doug will come up
with a logo idea for the club. The cost to the club
would be about $75.00 for the initial artwork design
and approximates $10.00 to have it put on a shirt.
Most members agreed that they would like to move
forward with this.

The club will be trying out a new idea for a Club
Challenge Project. The idea is to present a project idea

and have members create their own take on the idea to
present at the next meeting. All members who partici-
pate will receive entry into a special raffle. The first
club challenge is to make a bowl from a 5” cube. It
could be any species you have in the shop. Steve
requested that everyone play fair and not bring in a
piece that you have previously turned. Remember, we
take pictures of all the show & tell pieces!

Bob talked about the opening of the gallery. On

August 6th, there was a formal gallery opening party.
There are many beautiful pieces in the gallery, with
more being brought in daily. There have been several
sales already.

Steve brought up the fact that he would like the club to
purchase another mini-lathe. This would enable more
hands-on meetings and availability of another lathe for
teaching purposes. Since the club does not have the
funds available to purchase the lathe, we will apply for
a grant from the AAW. The grant process begins in
October. A committee has been formed to submit a
grant application to the AAW.

Show & Tell – The Show & Tell Table was full of
beautiful work this month. Ed P. showed his bowl
turned from a Cherry Burl, finished with 4 coats of
Bush Oil. It is a great piece. Barry turned a hollow

Turner’s Guild

Jean Piotroski
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vessel with an ebony finial top. He used a Jamieson
Hollowing System and this was his first piece using the
hollowing tool. The finish was Tung Oil. He also
showed us a natural edge red oak bowl, unfinished.
Eric Jaen used furniture grade plywood to create a ves-
sel that he colored with dyes and gold leaf. He also had
a plywood and cherry bowl, a laminated applewood
bowl and a disc shaped vessel of mahogany and cher-
ry. Eric dominated Gabes lathe to turn these beautiful
pieces. As a result, Gabe had to use Steve Costellos
lathe to turn his staved/segmented vessel with a thun-
derbird design ring. Gabe learned his technique by
watching a video on the internet by Kevin Neely. He

encourages everyone to try this technique and not to be
intimidated by the math. Steve asked Gabe if he would
do a demo on this process for the club. Martin turned
a box elder root into a natural edge piece, finished with
3 coats of Deft and butchers wax. Mike Luciano
showed his rolling pin and segmented maple & walnut
bowl finished with Formby’s Tung Oil Finish and wax.
Gary showed a gorgeous segmented bowl, curly maple,
wenge and bloodwood with veneer between some of
the layers. It was finshed with 8 coats of Formby’s.
Charlie had a spalted maple bowl finished with bush
oil, then deft over it. He also turned an oak bowl and
used Generals Woodturners Finish (available from Bob
Schendorf). It’s a water based finish and dries in less
than 30 minutes. A great finish.

Frank Napoli amazed us all with his beautifully turned
and carved pieces. He made 2 basswood eggs. On one
he carved a face and on the other, he carved and paint-
ed a feather design. The finale was a hollowed vessel
with eagle heads carved on the sides and painted. It is
a stunning piece. Steve Fulgoni compared Franks
work to Jack Vesery, a very well known turner who
gets upwards of $30,000.00 for a piece!

Joe Pascucci announced that the Heritage Fair will be
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held on Sunday, September 18th. Bob Urso and Jim
Macallum volunteered to bring lathes to the fair for
demos.

On to the topic for tonight, how to hold a piece on the
lathe. There were many items on the table. Steve start-
ed with the basic jam chuck and worked up to the
sophisticated vacuum chuck. Members contributed
their ideas and remedies for holding pieces on the
lathe. There were Pin Chucks, Collett Chucks, Screw
Chucks and Bottle Stopped Chucks. There were dif-
ferent types of jaws to use in a chuck. Martin and
Charlie showed their homemade versions of Donut
Chucks.

Tonight’s meeting was a great collaborative idea
exchange by the members. There was a lot of partici-
pation and suggestions.
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T
HE JULY 21ST MEETING WAS CALLED TO ORDER

BY ROLF AT APPROXIMATELY 7:15.

New Business – Iris will be placing an order with
Klock-It for clock inserts. Anyone who would like
to order a clock face for their mini clock project
should contact Iris. She’ll place the order to save
individual shipping costs. Please let her know by
July 31st so she can place the order.

Steve Blakely had nothing to add this month.

Ed brought up the collaborative clock project. This
year we will be doing a Train Clock. Ed ordered the
pattern and will work with Rolf on the wood selec-
tion. The patterns and wood pieces will be handed
out at the August meeting. Everyone is encouraged
to take at least one piece to cut. After all, this is a col-
laborative effort. The pieces are due back at the
September meeting. This will allow Joe P. & Ed
ample time to assemble the clock and finish it. The
completed clock will be raffled at the show to raise
funds for the club.

Bob Urso suggested cutting two clocks, one to raffle
at the show and one to raffle to the members.

Rolf reminded everyone to work on their mini
clocks for the LISA exhibit at the show.
Additionally, all members are asked to exhibit at least
one project at the show.

Old Business – I don’t think there was any.

Steve Blakely had nothing to add.

Show & Tell – Richie & Iris are working on a 3-D
piece from Steve Goods site. It’s a 3-D cutout box
with a carved ball inside. The 2 pieces were cut from
Monkeywood and Australian Burl. Both are very
hard woods to cut and carve.

Alain presented the completed owl portrait that he
worked on at the big clubs round robin. He also
showed a cross cut from Bubinga that had a lot of
veining. He used a spiral blade, by drilling the entry
hole in the middle of the vein line, he was able to hide
the hole in the cut. Using a spiral blade can be very
challenging and he urges everyone to practice using it
before actually cutting on a piece. Tension is critical
when using a spiral blade and you should cut at a
slower speed.

Jean showed a segmented and painted dragonfly.

Tonight’s topic was shaping for
Segmentation/Intarsia. Segmentation is using one
piece of wood to cut out a design, then shaping the
pieces and painting or staining the finished project.

Intarsia is using different species of woods to create
the design. In Intarsia, perpendicular cut edges are
critical so that a design fits together. Segmentation
requires less precision in the cut because it is cut from
a single piece.

There are a few methods for shaping the cut pieces.
A pneumatic drum sander is best for large pieces and
for removing a lot of wood. Sanding sleeves are avail-
able that will fit onto the end of a drill press or lathe
and work just as well.

Because there is so much sanding involved, good dust
collection is very important.

There are some tools that work well for sanding
smaller pieces, like a Dremel, Foredom, or as Rolf
uses, the WorkSharp Knife & Tool Sharpener. By
removing the guard, he is able to use it as a mini belt
sander. LI Woodworking Supply sells it for about
$80.00. A flex shaft sander is good for detail work.

The Wonder Wheel, a composite Scotchbrite materi-
al, is used on a grinder for adding texture and lines to
a piece. A flap sander wheel can be used for shaping
and rounding over edges.

A final note: When creating a piece, be it an animal,
flower or object, always refer frequently to photos

LISA Minutes
July & August

Jean Piotroski
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for reference. This will enable you to get a more real-
istic look to your piece.

And Steve Blakely still had nothing to add this
month.

Thank you Rolf for a great meeting.

T
HE AUGUST 18TH MEETING OPENED AT 7:20
AND ROLF HAD AN AGENDA!

There were no new members. There are currently 35
members in the club.

Old Business – Iris will be placing and order for clock
inserts. If anyone would like to order, please let Iris
know the size you need. The bulk order will save on
shipping costs.

New Business – Bob reminded the members about
the upcoming show at Old Bethpage in November.
We need 3 saws and volunteers. Please let Rolf know
if you will be participating.

The Smithtown Heritage Fair will be on Sunday,
September 18th. We will also need some members to
come down with their saws for demos.

Rolf will not be at the September meeting. Charlie
Felson will run the meeting and do a demo on 3-D
flowers.

Bob Urso may become a dealer for Timberwolf
Bandsaw Blades. He will take orders and stock some
of the more common sizes. Let Bob know if you are
interested in bandsaw blades.

Steve Blakely will be doing the demo at the
November Meeting. He will demonstrate using the
Coyote Stencil Software. If you have a photo you
would like to use for the demo, bring it on a disc.

Currently there is no topic for the October meeting.
If you have any suggestions, please let Rolf know.
Otherwise he will do a demo on in-lays.

Show & Tell – Richie & Iris completed their 3-D

cages with a carved ball in the center. Rolf had orna-
ments that he cut out for a future issue of Scrollsaw
Woodworking & Crafts. He also had a miniature
birdhouse cut from a 3-D pattern in Creative
Woodwork & Crafts Magazine.

The pieces were handed out for the Collaborative
Clock Project. There are still many pieces left. If
you have not received a piece, contact Rolf or Ed. If
you do have pieces, please return them at the
September meeting. Remember to put a piece of tape
on the piece with the number. Also, please mark
areas where necessary.

Tonight’s topic was an Idea Exchange. We discussed
different methods of signing a piece. Rolf showed his
wood burner, while Joe P. prefers to place a new
penny, with the current year, on the bottom of his
pieces.

There was also a demo of the Sand Flea. A useful
tool for sanding fine and delicate work, and relative-
ly safe to use.

A very informative meeting.

T
he July meeting of the SSOW was officially by
our wonderful, marvelous, President, Mr.
Edward Piotrowski. Mr. Ed encouraged

everyone to purchase raffle tickets. He then asked
Steve for a Membership and Treasurers report, which
was given and accepted..

Richie Zimmerman suggested while open carving is
nice for some members; there are a number of mem-
bers who want to do a project that others are doing so
they can “carve and learn”. After some discussion it
was suggested that Steve Blakley come up with pro-
jects and present them before a meeting. Steve will
then make the blanks necessary for those interested in
doing the “carve and learn” project. Members who do
not want to do this project can work on their own
projects. Watch your emails for our first Carve and
Learn project.

Steve reported that because of the funds we have accu-
mulated, that two prizes be given out each week to
somewhat reduce those available funds. This was
agreed upon by the membership in attendance.

Steve Blakely
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J
UNE 14, 2011: THERE WERE TWELVE MEMBERS IN

ATTENDANCE. BOTH MATT STERN AND BOB

URSO WERE UNABLE TO ATTEND.

SHOW AND TELL: Jim Brown brought in his
band saw log slicing jig. The jig rides in the mitre
gauge slot. The log is secured by ¼” bolts sharpened
to a point. An outfeed table attached to the band saw
table supports the log and cutoff after passing the
blade. Jim first quarters the log, then cuts one side.
He lays the cut side flat on the table and cuts the sec-
ond side which is then square. Frank Pace brought
in a fishing rod rack made of red oak and 3/8” wal-
nut dowels. He finished the rack with Bush Oil. He
flooded the project with oil and then wet sanded it up
to 320 grit. Gary Goldberg brought in an oak and

walnut cutting board (see photograph) finished with
three coats of mineral oil.

Barry Saltsberg was the main presenter. The topic
was PLANES. He brought in and discussed his col-
lection of planes (or some of it). these included:

Jack Plane - his was made in India

Stanley # 4 with a Hock iron - a smoother

Coffin Smoother - Coffin-shaped wooden
plane which works well

Jointer/Fore Plane - for leveling large surfaces;
22” length spans
hills and valleys

Block Planes -low angle especially good for
end grain. He is particularly fond of his Lie-Neilson
low angle skew block plane. Barry also showed or
discussed scraper planes, both Stanley and a wooden
model, wooden molding planes and two wooden

LICFM Minutes
June & July

Stephen Price
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planes that he had made, a shoulder plane and a bull
nose plane.

Afterwards, a suggestion was made to have a demon-
stration of planing, particularly with difficult woods.
Also a demonstration of useful but less common
planes such as low angle and bevel-up designs. A dis-
cussion of planing vs. sanding would be interesting.
Jim Brown felt that in some situations planing left a
much finer surface than sanding did.

T
HE JULY MEETING BEGAN AT 7:00 PM WITH

NINE MEMBERS PRESENT.

In SHOW AND TELL, Steve Price showed a collec-
tion of yo-yos made of exotic woods, including
Zebrawood, King Wood, and Cocobolo. He dis-
cussed how they were made - cutting the discs on a
band saw and then using a circle smoothing jig on his
disc sander to make the paired discs both round and
the same size. They were joined by either a dowel or
a piece of brass rod. Other possible methods of of
making the discs, eg. on a lathe, were discussed.
Members were given the opportunity to display their
long-unused prowess with the yo-yo. Norman Bald
brought in a remarkable stained glass piece of his

deceased cat. I had been unaware that this medium
shared his interest with woodworking. He explained
many of the techniques he used in creating the work
which used 86 different pieces of glass. Larry Wagner
brought in a door from his kitchen cabinet project
which is near completion after two years. It was
beautifully constructed with mitered frame and a flat
panel. The panel was MDF with veneers on front
and back. It was professionally finished with solvent-
based catalyzed lacquer. Barry Saltsberg brought in a
box with an Ambrosia lid and a box jointed cascase.
The carcase was made of Sipo on an adjustable box
joint jig. Rich Blohm brought in his Veritas Plough
Plane.

There was a discussion of carpenter bees which drill
almost perfectly round holes in decks and deck struc-
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tures. Woodpeckers look for them in winter which
also leaves holes in decks. Treatment includes aerosol
spray that expands in their tunnels . PVC is also used
to shut them out.

The schedule of presentations for the next six months
was discussed and finalized by Barry Saltsberg. It will
be as follows:

AUGUST - Larry Wilson was discuss case-
work designing and detailing.

SEPTEMBER - Jim Brown will discuss hand
planes, their use, sharpening and maintenance.

OCTOBER - Machine-cut dovetails with jigs
demonstrated by Jim Brown, Rich Blohm.

NOVEMBER - Barry Saltsberg on carving for
furniture.

DECEMBER - Roundtable discussion.

JANUARY, 2012 - Norm Bald on drawer
construction.

Jim Brown began his discussion of planes. He
acknowledged that hand planes are a special love and
interest of his.

Jim Brown discussed a number of aspects of hand
planes. He discussed terminology, e.g. Blade = iron,
chip breaker - doesn’t really break chips, Frog angle

+ bevel angle determines the cutting angle of the
plane. Highly figured woods require a high cutting
angle, as well as a narrow gap. Most important is the
approach angle of the plane. Jim discussed bevel-up
planes which are very useful for a number of tasks.
(Bailey did make one bevel-up plane, the #162. Jim
discussed the clearance angle on the back of the iron.

The next meeting will be on Tuesday, August 9.
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Any member who receives their Woodrack by USPS
can see Steve Blakley for them. They will be mailed
out to anyone who does not pick them up
tonight. Mike called on Joe Bottigliere for a mem-
bership report and Joe reported 224 members. The
treasurer was not available for the evening and thus
no report given.

The SIG’s reported that the Carvers were carving;
the Scrollers would be scrolling a collaborate clock;
the turners might have a demo on chain saw sharp-
ening and the Cabinet Makers will have Larry
Wagner give a demonstration on design from the
standpoint of the professional furniture shop.

For Show and tell, Barry Saltsberg showed a few nice
Harry Potter type of wands; Eric Jaen showed a great
plywood turning that he artfully painted with water
colors and denatured alcohol; Gabe Jaen showed a
nice segmented bowl whose second to the top and
second to the bottom rings were angle-mitered
together. Gabe went on to say that a minimum
amount of math is needed to do these bowls and not
to let the math scare you into not trying. Frank
Napoli showed a nice corian and walnut base cane.

A raffle was held and some nice prizes were given
out. Remember, raffles help support the club!

Mike Daum reported that the Executive Board has
decided to give lapel pins to all members with three
or more years of being with the club. See Joe
Bottigliere for your pin if you are eligible.

Mike reported that he was the presenter tonight and
that tonight’s meeting was put together on the
fly. The subject would be “Wood identifica-
tion”. Mike had 19 different kinds of wood and
asked members to come up and try to identify
them. Without naming names, three and a half mem-
bers could not get it 100%. (I say three and a half
because one member got a second chance, and finally
got them all correct). Mike said if someone got them
all correct they would win the veneer he had there. It
is easier to highlight the points that Mike hit instead
of trying to report all of the discussions, so here
goes....discuss the more common woods for furniture

making, scrolling and turning; wood for interior and
exterior applications.; cherry veneer and fiddleback
maple. Mike has bought plywood, used for sheet
goods for large cabinets or table tops. An application
where you cannot use solid wood, you would use a
veneer on a core. Traditional veneer core plywood
comes in 7, 9 or 11 layers on ¾” thickness. The prob-
lems with veneer core is the manufacturer are not
making it the way they used to. Companies are using
newer glues which do not do as good as the old
glues. It has become unstable material and does not
stay flat, it splits, etc. Russian plywood, also called
multiply, uses more cross grain cores…..up to 15 lay-
ers. Dye board is not multi-ply and is not recom-
mended for veneering. For a substrate alternative use
MDF. Mike’s favorite is MDF on lumber core. It is
good for paint grade and pressing your own
veneer. So if you are going to make furniture, the
choices are lumber core, veneer core, and MDF, in
that order. Flake board stays flat but not good for
putting screws into.

Steaming wood takes the sapwood out of hard wood
and evens out the colors. Cooking wood is the dry-
ing process to get the colors more even. You can get
instantly aged cherry, walnut, etc. by the process of
cooking it.

Bamboo is making a mark on wood projects even
though it is a grass. Glued together strips produce
either vertical or horizontal grain. It finishes nice and
does wear your tools but the glue itself might change
the color once it bleeds into the grass. There was dis-
cussion on cedar, koa, maple, cherry, hard maple and
other woods also.

This was a good presentation and many of the members
participated in it. Thanks Mike for a great job!

Secretary’s Notes from page 3
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At the Gallery Opening
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4/4 Spalted Beech lumber for sale. Most 9” and
wider 8’ long, with great figure. http://www.right-
eouswoods.net/Beech_European_Spalted.html is
selling it for $14.20 a board foot, I am asking $7 a
bf for quantities less then 50 bf, $5.50 for quantities
over.

Bill at wmarr@optonline.net, or 631 312 6617

Laser etched photos on wood.

Contact Dave Schichtel at (516) 671-5964 or
www.the-wood-shop.com

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,

Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving &

Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;

http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

I have a live black walnut tree which is 55 inches in
circumference at one ft. above the ground and
extends to 25 ft. to the first branch. The tree is
yours for the cutting.
JimGanci at 631-271-7517 in Dix Hills

Cherry 4/4 and 8/4
Quarter Sawn Red Oak 4/4 by 14" wide

Hard Maple, Curly Maple,Assorted pieces of White
Oak,Ash, Lacewood, Honduras Mahogany
Basswood 4/4 and 12?4 12" Wide, Purple Heart,
Sequenced matched Birch Plywood 1/4" and 3/4"
Partial Sheet of 1/2 " cherry Plywood.

Craftsman bench top router table Free
Freestanding Router Table $25.00
Common White PineAssorted width and length
Free

Chris Lee (631) 754-2456

Makita LS1013 10” Dual slide compound
saw extra blade & Woodhaven .drop stop
system .Mint condishion Never moved
around. $295.00

Jim Clancy 516-822-8250

Delta Unisaw for sale (excellent condition)

best offer.I recently bought a new 10” Left

Tilting Unisaw and no longer need my Right

Tilting Unisaw (which is in excellent condi-

tion)

Specs:

Model 34-802 10” Right Tilting Arbor Unisaw

3 HP, 230 volt, 12.4 amp Single Phase

Model 34-897 52” Unifence system

Model 34-998 Table and Shelf (extension

table and Shelf for above)

Model 34-974 Deluxe Uniguard

“USA Made”

Howard Whitman
Home: 631-586-5815
Cell: 516-805-9651
Email: hwhitbross@gmail.com

16” Craftsman Scroll saw low mileage

and was hardly used. Asking $100

Ken Stoeckert 631-374-9410.

T h e M a r k e t p l a c e


